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Briefs
Weather

Bowling Green, Ohio

Glover honors James Baldwin
Film actor claims author's
book serves as inspiration

No more gray skies:
Tuesday, mostly sunny
with a high around SO.
Southwest winds 5 to 15
mph. Tuesday night, partly
cloudy with a low in the
lower 30s. Wednesday, variable cloudiness with a high
45 to SO.

by Kirk Pavellch and Julie Taglialerro
The BC News

On campus
Al DS awareness program
tonight:
Alpha Phi Omega, a service fraternity, is sponsoring an AI DS awareness program in conjunction with
Fear No People Week for its
National Service Day.
"Every year Alpha Phi
Omega has a specific
project in conjunction with
its National Service Day,"
said Jane McCann, vice
president of service of the
fraternity.
Three speakers will be
talking to students about
AIDS at separate forums
which will occur simultaneously from 7-8:30 p.m. tonight, according to McCann.
David Vaillencourt, residential services program
coordinator, will be speaking to students in Kreischer
Quadrangle's Compton Hall.
Stacy Pettit, a resident
adviser in Founders Quadrangle, will be talking to
students at Founders
Keepers dining hall.
Christine Licht, residential services house director,
will be speaking to students
in McDonald North.
Also present will be
speakers from David's
House in Toledo. David's
House is an organization
which helps people who
have AIDS.
"We just feel that everyone needs to know more
about AIDS and the preventative measures for it. We
want to help make [the
community] aware," said
Molly Lyon, a member of the
fraternity's service committee.
"We would like to thank
RSA, the Student Wellness
Center and the American
Red Cross for helping us
with this AIDS awareness
project," McCann said.

Outside campus
Gore and Perot debate
NAFTA tonight:
WASHINGTON -- After
days of hype and hoopla,
when Vice President Al
Gore and Texan Ross Perot
square off tonight over the
North American Free Trade
Agreement the arguments
are likely to be as familiar
as the faces.
The stakes are high as the
White House tries to debunk
NAFTA's loudest critic in its
struggle for the votes to
pass the trade agreement
with Mexico and Canada.
The great debate between
Gore and Perot isn't a debate in the formal sense at
all. "Discussion" might be a
more accurate description,
although "free-for-all" is the
favored phrase of those who
expect things to get a bit unruly.
The program is on CNN's
"Larry King Live" and only
60 percent of the nation's
households receive the
cable network.
On a good night, King's
audience is about one percent of the nation's TV-viewing households.
Compiled from staff and
wire reports.
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Danny Glover, a distinguished film actor visits Bowling Green State University in Kobacker Hall
Monday evening as a part of the Ethnic Studies conference honoring James Baldwin. Glover made a
speech to a full house in a tribute to Baldwin. Baldwin wrote several novels about the relationships between blacks and whites.

Renowned film actor Danny
Glover highlighted the start of
the University's tenth annual
ethnic studies conference "A
Tribute to James Baldwin"
Monday night in Kobacker
Hall.
Glover, known for his roles
in the "Lethal Weapon" trilogy
as well as "The Color Purple"
and "Places in the Heart" read
some of his favorite pieces of
the works of Baldwin and poet
Langston Hughes as part of the
"Crossroads to the 21st Century" conference.
Baldwin, who died in 1987,
wrote several novels and plays
based on the relationships between blacks and whites in the
United States, including "The
Fire Next Time" and "Harlem
Quartet."
According to Glover, Baldwin's "The Fire Next Time" -w the first book he ever really
read as a teen - served as an
inspiration for him growing up
in San Francisco.
"There were certain things
that I felt - and someone else
felt those things. There were
certain questions that were rising and James Baldwin's work
allowed me to interpret those
things," Glover said. "I'm a
product of the Civil Rights
movement. When I grew up, I
saw people being hosed and
people fighting for something
they felt was important."
"I was moved by that. What
James did was put that in some
sort of content," he added.
Glover related a story of the
time he happened to meet
Baldwin on the streets of New
York City. Even though he had
gained some degree of notoriety from his own acting career, Glover said he was still

speechless when he actually
encountered the source of his
inspiration.
"The one thing I didn't say to
him which I wish I did was 'I
love you Jimmy,' " Glover said.
"Hopefully my being here tonight is redeeming in some
way. Hopefully I will in some
way be saying, 'I love you
Jimmy.'"
Baldwin first became acquainted with the University
when he presented a lecture in
1977. He later went on to teach
courses and become a writerin-residence the following
year.
While Glover paid tribute to
Baldwin, he also read selections of Hughes' poetry in order to correlate the contributions of the two men.
Included among the selections were: "One Way Ticket,"
"Sylvester's Dying Bed,"
"Harlem 1944" and "I Dream a
World." Throughout the readings, Glover became caught up
in the performance and said he
found it difficult to find a stopping point.
"You can't just read Langston for a minute," Glover said.
"There ain't no time limit. My
man is timeless."
Glover said the thing he admired most about the two men
was their desire to provide a
description of a better and
more equal world for all races.
"These two incredibly rich
visionaries - whatever they
wrote about, they created a
better world to live in for
everyone. A world of shared
love and commitment to justice," he said.
Following the readings,
Glover fielded questions from
the sell-out audience. Among
the issues he addressed were
the importance of education,
communication and self development.

USG to conduct Cleveland cuts Kosar
Quarterback loses job after chaotic season
student survey
The Associated Press

by Larissa Hrilsko
student government reporter
In an effort to focus more on
student issues and concerns, the
Undergraduate Student
Government will implement a
phone survey beginning Nov. 15
to ask students their feelings on
current USG issues.
Phone Power, the USG student
survey, plans to survey between
4,000 to 9,000 students through 10
to 15 survey sessions this year.
Several trained USG cabinet
members, senators and volunteers will survey students
throughout the year, said Jason
Jackson, USG president.
The more students who are
surveyed, the more valid the results will be concerning what
students want and what they
think about present USG issues,
Jackson said.
The purpose of Phone Power is
mainly to give USG the opportunity to ask vital questions to students about USG's proposals and
enable the callers to respond to
any student concerns, Jackson
said.
The results of the survey,
which provide USG with students' input on what they want,
can be quite beneficial to the organization, Jackson said.
"The survey provides us with
the direct opportunity to put
forth our constituents' needs to
forefront the tangible knowledge
[acquired from the survey] with-

out guessing,"Jackson said.
Phone Power also has two positive results, he said.
"Phone Power will first bring
students into the decisionmaking process and second the
survey will get USG members directly involved in with the students," Jackson said.
The process of the survey is a
three to five minute phone conversation with a trained volunteer, USG senator or cabinet
member selecting the tenth person on each page of the University Phone Directory, Jackson said.
It is important that all USG
members become involved in
this survey. USG senators and
cabinet members along with USG
volunteers were trained for the
student surveys, said Shae Massengill, director of Phone Power.
After the data is gathered, it is
then computerized and analyzed
by professionals, including faculty members, to determine if the
results are represenative of the
students or are invalid, Jackson
said.
Massengill said she thinks the
survey will prove to be extremely valid to the organization
in determining students' concerns.
"The survey will help students
become aware of what is happening with USG and in turn students will have the opportunity to
give their input on current USG
legislation, which is geared to
improve students' environment,"
Massengill said.

"It was unanimous
[among the coaching
staff] that we should go
in a different direction.
It was a painful
experience for Bernie
and myself. I can't say
enough about Bernie
Kosar. Bernie Kosar has
been like a son to me."
Art Model I, owner of the
Cleveland Browns

BEREA, Ohio - The Cleveland
Browns cut Bernie Kosar Monday, ending a short and stormy
relationship between the longtime starting quarterback and
coach Bill Belichick.
Kosar, who agreed to a nonguaranteed, seven-year, $26 million extension of his contract five
weeks ago, had been benched by
Belichick in favor of backup
Vinny Testaverde, who was
signed as a free agent during the
summer.
When Testaverde separated
his shoulder last month, Kosar
returned to the starting lineup
for one game. Belichick still games before separating his
wasn't happy with him, saying it shoulder Oct. 24 against Pittswas apparent Kosar's physical burgh.
skills had diminished over the
Kosar came back as the
Browns' starter Sunday in a 29-14
years.
"We've all seen him play," Be- loss to Denver. He completed 16
lichick said. "I'm not going to of 30 passes including a pair of
badmouth and bash Bernie. He's touchdowns to Michael Jackson,
done too much for this organiza- but he was sacked six times.
"It was unanimous [among the
tion."
Belichick said the team would coaching staff] that we should go
sign another quarterback this in a different direction," owner
week. Todd Philcox, who has Art Modell said. "It was a painful
started only one game in four experience for Bemie and myyears, will start Sunday at Seat- self. I can't say enough about
tle, backed up by recently re- Bemie Kosar. Bernie Kosar has
signed Brad Gocbel.
been like a son to me. He conKosar completed 79 of 138 tributed to this organization the
passes for 807 yards with five likes of which haven't been seen
touchdowns and three intercep- since the 1960s."
tions this year.
Under terms of the NFL's colHe started the Browns' first lective bargaining agreement,
five games, but was relieved by any veteran player waived after
Testaverde in the second half of eight games is entitled to one
three of those. Testaverde then game check of up to $20,000. Albecame the starter for two though Kosar's contract paid

considerably more than that, the
$20,000 will serve as his termination pay.
Modell declined to discuss financial details.
"The contract relationship
with me and Bernie is private,"
Modell said.
Kosar has become increasingly
outspoken about the Browns'
sluggish offense in recent weeks,
and it became apparent that he
and Belichick disagreed completely on the types of plays the
team should run.
Kosar wanted to be able to call
audibles and throw deep more
frequently, Belichick insisted on
a more conservative approach,
based on the running game, playaction passes and rollouts - an
offense suited for a more mobile
quarterback, such as Testaverde.

"I think it has been a distraction in recent weeks," Modell
said. "It impacted negatively on
the team."
Kosar, 29, was picked by the
Browns in the supplemental
draft in 1985 after leading the
University of Miami to the
national championship in 1983.
The pick allowed him to return
home. Kosar grew up in Boardman as a fan of the Browns, always dreaming to play quarterback for the NFL team.
Until this season, he had started all but two games since coming to Cleveland. He led the team
into the playoffs in each of his
first five seasons, winning four
division titles and went into this
season with the Browns' highest
all-time completion mark of 58.9.
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Brown's offense
not Kosar's style
The Bernie era has ended in Cleveland.
Late Monday morning the Browns announced
the release of Bernie Kosar after nine years as quarterback of the Cleveland team.
Immediate reaction from us at The News and
around campus was shock and some anger.
However, after further thought, even the most diehard Bernie fan must admit a change was eminent.
But this decision was more complicated than just
deciding if an athlete still had his ability.
The decision came down to Bernie or Bill.
Kosar can still be a productive NFL quarterback,
but his skills were not complimented by the conservative Belichick offense.
Unfortunately, the awkward sight of the athletically-challenged No. 19 dropping back to pass, trying to scramble and weakly falling down after being
tackled has been more common recently than Bernie
picking apart defenses with his side-arm style passes.
Kosar's skills were in reading the defenses, calling
audibles and keeping the defense off-balance with
the occasional long pass which "Billy Ball' frowned
upon.
Under the Belichick style offense Kosar was a fish
out of water.
This season the Kosar-Belichick feud hit the boiling point when Bernie was benched in favor of newly-signed Vinny Testaverde.
It became obvious in Cleveland that the two opposites would divide team and fan loyalties. A player
who speaks out against the coach and vice-versa is
not a good mix.
Perhaps one incident illustrated the problem best.
In an early October loss to Miami, Kosar called an
audible pass to Michael Jackson (aka: Dyson) which
he successfully completed for a touchdown.
As Bernie ran off the field he was shocked to hear
a series of expletives and insults coming from Belichick instead of compliments.
Belichick was mad that Kosar changed the play.
Following the game when the media questioned him,
the coach asked the reporter, "Where did you get this
stuff? It's ridiculous."
The strangest part of this entire situation was that
Kosar was signed to a seven-year, $26 million contract extension five weeks ago. You have to wonder
what direction this franchise is headed in if so much
can change in a little over a month.
The grieving process will continue for Browns
fans and may get worse if the hometown native from
Boardman, Ohio, comes back to beat the Browns
while playing for another team.
For some reason, we don't think they would be so
heartbroken had Bill Belichick been fired.
The BQ News Staff
Photo Editor Teresa Thomas
Insider M.E.
Dorian Halkovich
Insider Photographer Ross Weitzner
Special Projects Editor Michael Zawacki
Asst. Special Projects Editor Kelly Duquin
Asst. Sports Editor Mark DeChant
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Copy Editor Pam Smith
Copy Editor Robin Coe
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academic year and Wednesdays during the summer session.
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Signed letters or columns express the
beliefs of the individual and in no way
represent the opinions of The BG News.
All readers are encouraged to express their
opinions through letters to the editor and
guest columns. Letters should be 200-300
words, typed, and contain the writer's
telephone number, address, class rank,
and major.
Send all submissions to: The BG News, 210
West Hall.
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Illegitimacy subsidizing wrong
Every once and awhile you read something
that is so profound, so incredibly correct,
that you want to show and tell to all who will
listen; such is the case with this weeks offering.
On October 29, a column appeared in the
Wall Street Journal titled "The Coming
White Underclass." Its author, Charles Murray, is a fellow at the American Enterprise
Institute, and a noted social issue author. His
topic was illegitimacy, and his theories on
the subject struck me square in the noodle.
We begin with some shocking statistics.
In 1991, 1.2 million children were born illegitimate in the United States; that's nearly
30 percent. Although that number alone is
shocking in its own right, further investigation reveals stats that are even more
so; especially when the numbers are broken
down by race and by class.
The illegitimacy rate for blacks has
reached an astonishing 68 percent; inner city
rates are as high as 80 percent. We have
heard that the rates were increasing, but few
ever thought that they would, or could, go
this high. The phenomenon is not, however,
isolated to the black community.
In 1991,22 percent of all white births were
illegitimate. Now, 22 percent may seem
fairly acceptable to some, but further investigation shows the shocking reality; only
6 percent of the illegitimate births were to
women with college degrees, while a whopping 48 percent were to women with less
than a high school education. This sheds a
little light on Dan Quale's criticism of Murphy Brown, and his stance that her situation
was hardly representative of single motherhood. Further distress is found when we examine illegitimacy with regard to class.
The truth is that the "Murphy Browns" of
the world account for only 4 percent of all illegitimate births; compare this to 82 percent, the rate of women with less than a high
school education, and you soon begin to see
the picture as it really is. Women with incomes over $7S,000/yr account for only 1
percent of white illegitimate births, whereas
women with incomes below $20,000 account
for over 69 percent. It stands to reason that
white illegitimacy is strictly a lower-class
problem.
It is a fact that, in raw numbers, EuropeanAmerican whites have the most people in
poverty, most illegitimate children, most
women on welfare, most unemployed men,
and most arrests for serious crimes. This

a
Norm VanNess
strikes the author, Charles Murray, as odd
because whites have not "had an 'underclass' as such, because the whites who might
qualify have been scattered among the
working class." It is rare to find a large
group of poor whites concentrated in one
neighborhood. This, says Murray, is about to
change.
Murray points out that the problems of
black neighborhoods, ie. violent crime,
drugs, theft, did not explode untill after the
illegitimacy rates crossed the 25 percent
mark. Seeing that white illegitamacy rates
are approaching that magical 25 percent
number, it stands to reason that an explosion
of violent crime, drugs and theft is looming
on the horizon. (Some would argue it is
already here.)
What caused all the rates, black and white,
to climb so drastically? Murray blames it on
our nation's social policy. In essence, we
have destroyed, via liberal social programs,
the natural checks and balances that held illegitimacy rates down. These checks, Murray writes, "have historically chaneled these
elemental forces of human behavior via
thick walls of rewards and penalties that
constrained...the majority of births to take
place within marriage." Social programs instituted over the last 30 years have razed
those walls.
What to do? Murray bases his solutions on
one premise: that "bringing a child into the
world when one is not emotionally or financially prepared to be a parent is wrong. The
child deserves society's support. The parent
does not." This is absolutely true. If we ever
hope to get a grip on the problem of illegitimacy, the following must happen. (I am synopsizing Murray's solutions; don't confuse
these as mine, but I agree with them, wholehartedly).

CHAOS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
The BG News:
"Only by healing can we be
healed; only by loving can we be
love; only by caring can we be
cared for; only by reaching out
can we be reached" - Stephen
Wolf.
I am living with AIDS. Those of
you who know me will undoubtedly begin to think that there is
something I've neglected to tell
you. Those of you who know me
because of my position, will
probably either feel sorry for me
or question your last contact with
me.
I am living with AIDS, but I am
not HIV positive. We are all living with AIDS. From the people
who wait the agonizing two
weeks for test results, to the poeple who have lost friends to the
disease, to the people who have
lost compassion and understanding of those around them when it
is discovered they have the
disease, we are all living with

First, we must revoke programs that sanction and promote illegitimate births. The
largest among these being AFDC (Aid to
Families With Dependant Children.) Additional programs that should be revoked from
single mothers: subsidized housing and food
stamps. The only thing that will remain intact will be medical coverage for the child.
In other words, society must say that having
a child you can not care for is irresponsible,
and society refuses to subsidize it. This will
force the mother to look to traditional solutions to her situation, be it from the father,
her family, relatives, what have you; anywhere except from the government.
Murray adds that "enlisting support" from
these groups ensures that responsible adults
will be involved in rearing the child, and we
can all agree on the benefits of such involvement.
The result will be tremendous. Not only
will this deter women, girls in most cases,
from having children illegitimately, it will
encourage those who do to put their children
up for adoption. Here, Murray says, more
changes are needed. Putting a child up for
adoption must be made as easy as possible,
and the earlier the better. We must lift restrictions on interracial adoptions, and ease
adoptive parent age restrictions.
Paramount to encouraging adoption is the
reform of adoption law; namely, if you put a
child up for adoption, you waive ALL legal
claims to that child, period. Records of adoption must be sealed and can not be opened
until the child is an adult, and both biological
parent and child agree upon their disclosure.
It stands to reason that some children will
not be adopted; on these children, Murray
states, we should spend lavishly. We know
how to raise children successfully in such an
environment, and we must ensure that they
get the best of our efforts. Savings in welfare programs will provide more than
enough money to make it so.
Lastly, we must instill in our children, as a
society, that if a boy wants to be a dad, he
must marry, and if a girl wants to be a
mother, she must do the same. Subsidizing illegitimacy is something we have done for
too long, and must continue no more.
I close with a final quote from Charles
Murray: "the brutal truth is that American
society as a whole could survive when illegitimacy became an epedemic epidemic
among whites." Nothing could be more true.
Dy Brian Snuste'

AIDS.
If you do not fall into any of
those categories, you have seen a
movie or TV show or worn a
piece of clothing based on somebody's design. The entertainment
and fashion industries have been
ravaged by the disease. There
are people reading this who are
HIV positive or have AIDS.
During "Fear No People Week"
a day has been designated for
AIDS/HIV awareness. Please
consider the fact that in one way
or another, we are all living with
AIDS. Some closer than others.
Please use a minute or two out of
the day to learn more and remember that you don't have to be
affected. Forums will be held tonight in Compton, Founders and
Mac Donald at 7 p.m.

Chris Taylor
Harshman
dinator

Complex
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"Apparently, some kids hooked up your grandmother's
pacemaker to The Clapper."
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ALA warns of poisonous gas New apartments
by Leah Barnum
environment reporter
Carbon monoxide is a colorless, odorless,
poisonous gas with the potential to kill that
may be in your home.
The American Lung Association will warn
people about the dangers of carbon monoxide poisoning and provide test kits to concerned people through Project CO, an
awareness campaign taking place Nov. 8-12.
Facts about carbon monoxide poisoning
and how to test homes for carbon monoxide
will be broadcast on the 6 p.m. news on
WTOL-TV 11. Viewers may call in and ask
questions, according to Sarah Russell, executive director of the Northwest Ohio branch
of the American Lung Association.
Carbon monoxide is caused when heating
systems are incorrectly installed or when
they do not receive the annual maintenance
to keep them properly ventilated, Russell
said.
Problems also develop when people do not
use their equipment correctly. Russell said
many people try to use gas grills indoors
during the winter and they try to save money

on heating bills by leaving the doors to their
hot ovens open.
"We hope to prevent injury or possible
death because of [carbon monoxide poisoning]," Russell said.
The most common symptoms of carbon
monoxide poisoning are severe headaches
and nausea, said Joshua Kaplan, director of
the University Health Service.
Other symptoms include dizziness, blurred vision, fainting, loss of muscle control,
fatigue, a rapid heart beat or tightening of
the chest and chest pain, Russell said.
Carbon monoxide poisoning is the cause of
3,000 to 5,000 deaths per year and contributes to 50 percent of all fatal poisonings in
the United States, Russell said.
However, carbon monoxide poisoning is
not a severe problem in the Bowling Green
area.
The Wood County Hospital gets some
patients with carbon monoxide poisoning
occasionally, but it is not prevalent, according to a nurse from the Wood County Hospital who did not wish to give her name.
The Student Health Service has only had
one reported case of high levels of intake of
carbon monoxide in the past four years, Ka-

plan said.
The student lived in an apartment in Bowling Green that had an improperly ventilated
heating unit, he said.
Because the University is state-funded,
buildings are typically constructed according to code and have the necessary annual
maintenance checks, Kaplan said.
Since the buildings are less likely to have
ventilation problems which may lead to carbon monoxide poisoning, students living on
campus are not typically exposed to high
levels of carbon monoxide in their living
units, Kaplan said.
However, if there was an injury and carbon monoxide was the probable cause, it
would be investigated by the University's
department of Environmental Health and
Safety, according to Dan Parratt, director of
the office.
Although the American Lung Association
is unaware of the severity of the problem of
carbon monoxide in Northwest Ohio, they
did a similar project in the Cleveland area
last year and sold 35,000 test kits, Russell
said.
This week they anticipate selling about
10,000 test kits to people in Northwest Ohio.

Court blotter
The following people were
indicted last week by a Wood
County grand jury:
O William Fetter, 70, of Perrysburg, was indicted on one
count of rape, an aggravated
first-degree felony, one count
of attempted rape, an aggravated second-degree felony
and six counts of gross sexual
imposition, each a third-degree
felony. The alleged incidents
involved Fetter's children,
ages 7, 9 and 12 and allegedly
took place from June 1989 to
August 1990.
O Kayl R. Lusher. 34, of Walbridge, was indicted on one
count of gross sexual imposition, a third-degree felony.
3 Robert J. Sheeks, 23, 535
W. Gypsy Lane, Lot 113, was

indicted on one count of breaking and entering, a fourthdegree felony, and one count of
receiving stolen property, a
third-degree felony.
n Kenneth L. Casdorph, 39,
now held in the Wood County
Justice Center, was indicted on
one count of breaking and entering, a fourth-degree felony.
n Terry A. Thomas, 28, of
Perrysburg, was indicted on
three counts of trafficking in
marijuana, each a fourthdegree felony.
"I Alfredo Jaso, 40. of Toledo,
was indicted on one count of
drug abuse, a fourth-degree
felony, and one count of falsification, a first-degree misdemeanor.
□ James F. Fox, 54, of Battle

Creek, Mich., was indicted on
one count of receiving stolen
property, a third-degree felony. Records show that Fox has
had at least two theft convictions in the past.
O Pamela A. Kicinski, 35, of
Holland, Ohio, was indicted on
one count of telephone harrassment, a fourth-degree
felony. She has previously
been convicted of telephone
harrassment.
n Daniel L. Faust, 19, of New
Riegel, Ohio was indicted on
one count of escape, a fourthdegree felony.
□ Virginia A. Johnson (Bey),
40, of Toledo, was indicted on
one count of receiving stolen
property, a fourth-degree felony, and five counts of forgery,

each a fourth-degree felony.
Ci David M. Long, 21, 319
Pike St., was indicted on two
counts of forgery, each a
fourth-degree felony.
n Wesley J. Lewis, 25, of
Maumee, was indicted on one
count of failure to comply with
order or signal of police officer, a fourth-degree felony.
CJ Kenneth W. Peacemaker,
21, of Toledo, was indicted on
one count of grand theft, a
third degree felony, stemming
from a Sept. 13 incident in
which he allegedly took a 1987
Chevy S-10 pickup from the lot
of Franklin Park Lincoln Mercury used cars in Northwood.

cause concern
byTara Stubbs
general assignment
Some Bowling Green residents
- including a county commissioner - are voicing concerns
about an apartment complex that
may soon be built on South Main
Street near Wal-Mart.
Neighbors have said they believe the new complex, which
will house 400 people, will cause
traffic problems. They have also
asked that the developer build a
six-foot privacy fence to keep
apartment residents off their
property.
ARV Housing, a Californiabased company, is contracting to
develop the 120-unit complex
just south of Wal-Mart. If approved by the city, work on the
complex could begin sometime in
late January or early February.
"Work on the new complex
could begin by the end of January or the beginning of February, but this is pure guess," city
Planning Technician Rick Ketzenbarger said.
Patrick Daniels, a vice president for ARV, said the apartment
complex will consist of townhomes with 80 percent of the
apartments being two- and threebedroom and the remaining
apartments being singlebedroom.
The apartment complex will be
able to house approximately 400
new residents.
Daniels said federal and state
housing tax credits will be used
to help build the new complex, so
the company will have to restrict
its rental rates.
Daniels said the company believes the apartment complex
will be attractive to perspective
tenants since it will be built beside the relatively new WalMart. But nearby property

owners said they are concerned
the complex may disturb the
neighborhood.
County Commissioner Alvin
Perkins, who lives at 602 East
Gypsy Lane, said he is concerned
about increased traffic flow and
possible problems with storm
drainage.
Perkins said Wal-Mart has increased traffic congestion and
said he fears a new apartment
complex would cause more accidents.
Perkins also said storm drainage pipes are not large enough to
handle rainwater flow. Currently, Four Meadows, a housing
complex in the Wal-Mart area,
stores excess water on its property.
Perkins said he has a problem
with trespassers who want to use
his fishing pond.
"People stop along Route 6 and
come across the back fence," he
said.
He said he is worried about liability if someone were to fall in
his pond.
Sue Ellen Hayhurst and her
husband own property south of
the proposed site.
They said because they have
two ponds and raise horses, they
are worried about the safety of
small children living in the proposed complex.
"We keep and board horses,
small children are attracted to
horses," Hayhurst said.
Hayhurst and Perkins said
they would like to see a privacy
fence constructed around the
complex.
The city's planning commission will have an open hearing
Dec. 6 at 304 Church St. to listen
to arguments for and against the
development of the new complex.

Time Is Running
Out!
There are only 9 days left for this session of
pre-scheduled senior portraits. If you
missed your pre-scheduled appointment,
you can still be photographed by simply
showing up at The KEY office, 28 West Hall
before Nov. 20, well accept you as a
walk-in. Don't be left out of the yearbook,
or left out in the cold without any senior
portraits from which to choose prints for
family or friends.

Call 372-8086 if you have any questions!

Office hours 10 a.m.-6 p.m.;
closed 1 -2 for lunch.
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Cleveland says
bye, bye Bernie
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND -- Cleveland
Browns coach Bill Belichick has
some convincing to do among
fans, who lambasted the thirdyear coach Monday for firing
quarterback Bernie Kosar.
It was the last move in a
season-long skirmish that pitted
Kosar -- whose big-man-oncampus good looks and nice-guy
image endeared him to legions of
Browns fans - against Belichick,
perceived as gruff, stubborn and
unwilling to give up total control.
"I think it's a Belichick thing,"
said Pam Patterson. "I liked Belichick until it started getting
into the press that those two were
having problems, and then I got a
little concerned about Belichick.
"I'm disappointed. I liked Bernie. I think he's a great quarterback, one of the smartest quarterbacks out there," said Patterson, a 29-year-old fan who had
stopped by a sports memorabilia
shop to find out if rumors of Kosar's departure were true.

"I always liked him. I've always been a Bernie Kosar fan.
Belichick? I don't know," said
Jeff Griffy, 31, of Cleveland.
Belichick was pilloried on the
city's sports-talk radio shows. On
WKNR-AM, calls were running
about 3-to-l against Belichick
and Browns owner Art Model!.
"They're the villains in the
minds of the fans," said producer
Bill Johnson.
"It's a great shock to people,"
Johnson said. "The last time
there was a shock as big as this
was when the Indians traded
Rocky Colavito [in I960]."
Near the Browns' training facility in suburban Berea, news of
the firing was just beginning to
spread Monday afternoon.
"I go to a couple games a year
but I don't think I will any more. I
don't like Belichick and Modell,"
said Karl Truhan, 32, of Berea.
Kosar had started the Browns'
first five games, but was benched in favor of backup Vinny
Testaverde in three of those
games.

Cleveland Browns quarterback Bernie Kosar throws a pass during a 1991 game. Kosar was cut by the Browns Monday.
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„ . . Swimmers split
x
Cincy still looking for first win over weekend
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati
Bengals have settled into a pattern. They play well enough to
get a lead and then - WHAM! -give it up in the most exasperating ways.
Quarterbacks overthrow open
receivers in the end zone.
Receivers drop balls on critical
plays. Ball carriers fumble with-

out being touched. The kicker
misses a decisive extra point.
Defensive backs somehow leave
receivers uncovered for easy
touchdowns.
Those things have happened
over and over in a season that is
setting franchise records for futility. The Bengals are 0-8 for
only the third time in their 26
years, and don't play a team with
a losing record for five weeks.

L7K-.

till

finished

The most noteworthy thing
"That's been the case most of
about this winless team is the the season," coach Dave Shula
way it's gone O-for-1993. The said. "It's now five of the eight
Bengals have been blown out when we've had the lead or been
only once; they've been in posi- tied at the half. We're not getting
tion to win six of the eight games. it done in the second half. That's
All they have is a half-dozen particularly disturbing."
examples of folding under presThe Bengals, who have the
sure. The best example is the NFL's least-expensive and leastlatest - blowing a 16-point lead experienced payroll, play like a
Sunday at home in a 24-16 loss to bunch of rookies when the
Pittsburgh,
game's on the line. They stop
blocking, tackling, throwing,
catching and kicking.
"I think that the guys somehow
have to just go out there and get
people stopped or make plays,"
Shula said. "Somebody's got to go
out there and take charge."
Sounds simple. But nothing's
simple for this team.
On Sunday, they turned two
turnovers by Neil O'Donnell into
the 16 0 lead with just 3:50 left in
the first half. Then, they let O'Donnell throw two touchdown
passes to make most of the lead
vanish before the half.
A blown coverage assignment
left safety Darryl Williams manon-man against Eric Green. The
tight end faked one way, turned
up field and was wide open for a
71-yard touchdown play that
turned the game around.

at youi printer

by Marty Fuller
sports writer

The BG swim team started out
its dual meet season by splitting
victories with Notre Dame and
Wright State University.
The men's club and the women's club
seemed to be
on
two
different
courses this
weekend. The
men defeated
Notre Dame
and lost to
Wright State
McCuftoch
while the women were victorious over the Raiders but
dropped their meet with the
Fighting Irish.
Sophomore Jason Loch lead the
way for the men's squad on Friday night with a strong showing
in the diving competition. Loch
won the 3m event by a score of
187.82 to 169.42 and then edged
out his Irish competitor in the lm
event 202.32 to 196.97.

is.

Give 365 smiles ayear.
i
*

Instead of shopping for the perfect gift, create it yourself.
A personalized calendar from Kinko's includes full color
copies of all your favorite pictures. It's like sending a new
photo to your family every month.

VISA

See Swim, page five.

SAVE UP TO $5 ON A PERSONALIZED CALENDAR
With Visa* you'll be accepted at more than 10 million
places, nearly three times more than American Express.
And that's not a misprint.

!

Visa. It's Everywhere You Want To Be!

Bring this coupon into the Kinko's listed and save on a personalized photo
calendar. Save $2 on a yearly calendar or S5 on a monthly calendar. We
cannot reproduce copyrighted photos. One coupon per customer. Not valid
with olher offers. Good through December 15 1993.

I

kinko's

i

Your branch office
L£.
ViuUSA mc 1W3-

Open 24 hours a day. 7 days a week.
115 Railroad St. • 354-3977 • (Behind Myles Pizza)

"Jason scored more points for
us in this meet than he did all last
year," head coach Brian Gordon
said.
Gordon was pleased with the
win but didn't think his team was
aggressive as they should have
been.
"We had a good lead at the midpoint but we slacked off and let
them back in it," Gordon added.
"A few of our swimmers swam
too comfortably; we need to
complete the job."
The job the women's team
completed against the Irish left
some room for improvement.
They swam a close meet with Notre Dame but went home with the
loss.
In four of the first five swimming events the women lost by
touch outs of 1.27 seconds in the
400 medley, 1.19 seconds in the
200 free, .11 seconds in the 50
free and .31 seconds in the 200
individual medley.
One of the bright spots for the
women's club was freshman Alicia Kelso. Kelso celebrated her
birthday Friday by shaving time
off of her life time best in the 200
breaststroke.
"Overall," said Gordon "the
women are not as bad as they
showed, but they are not as good
as they hoped to be."
Saturday's meet against
Wright State was a different story for the women as they
squeaked by the Raiders 127 to
116.
Freshman Michelle Pilling set
the pace for the Falcons with a
first place finish in the 1000 freestyle and a second place finish in
the 200 butterfly behind her
teammate, junior Amanda Applegate.
"We showed a lot more support
for each other on Saturday," Pilling said. "We knew we had to get
out of our slump so we really got
up for this meet."
The men were also pumped up
after their victory on Friday, but
couldn't catch up to Wright State

.J

IButtnfuco! IBurfofuco!
IButtofucol
\ I con't believe it. Your
time has come. Now you |
reiqhn 211 Through oil the
boa, and all the good. You
stood by me & understood.
Remember our Memories,
remember our fun,
NOW YOU ARE
§21111 'Uptown aid,
you've done if all, You've
danced on tables, you've
thrown up in a stall.
Uptown girl, you're 211
Now it's time for new
found funll
Love. Tiff
IButtafuco! IButtafuco!
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Cooper feels fortunate
Buckeyes still control own destiny after tie
The Associated Press
COLUMBUS - Ohio State
coach John Cooper said Monday he was relieved to escape
Wisconsin with a 14-14 tie that
kept the Buckeyes in the
driver's seat in the Big Ten
race.
"The second half they completely dominated, holding the
ball 21 minutes to our 9
minutes," Cooper said at his
weekly news conference. "Any
time they dominate it that long
against you, and you have to
block a field goal to tie it, you've got to consider yourself fortunate."
Marlon Kerner came around
the right side untouched and
got both hands on Rick
Schnetzky's 32-yard field goal
try with seven seconds left
Saturday. The Buckeyes got
out of Madison unbeaten.
Ohio State (8-0-1) tied the
score after a four-play, 99-yard
drive capped by backup quarterback Bret Powers' 26-yard
touchdown pass to Joey Galloway with 3:48 left.
"We tie the game up, kick the
ball out of the end zone with
just under 4 minutes left. And
we've got 3 timeouts," Cooper

Ohio State's Marlon Kerner (48) dives across to block the potential game-winning field goal attempt
by Wiscosin kicker Rick Schnetzky (98) In the closing seconds of the Buckeyes and Badgers 14-14 tie
Saturday. The tie leaves Ohio State with an overall record of 8-0-1 and a Big Ten record of 5-0-1. With
the tie the Buckeyes retained sole posseslon of first place and the inside track to the Rose Bowl.

Canning Kosar was dumb move
Just what in the hell is going on
with the Cleveland Browns?
Upon hearing about the release
of Bernie Kosar at about 2 p.m.
yesterday, I thought it was a
cruel and unamusing media joke.
The team was coming off another debacle at the hands of
John Elway and company in
which Kosar was put on the seat
of his pants six times, and hearing something like this was hardly funny.
And, beyond that, I KNEW
something as ludicrous as this
justCOULDN'T be true.
So I decided to turn on CNN
and check out Headline Sports to
verify my instincts.
"A shocker from Cleveland today as veteran quarterback Bernie Kosar has been released by
the Browns after a rocky relationship with head coach Bill
Belichick," the CNN anouncer
said.
I stood motionless for several
minutes, my head wavering back
and forth like one of the flags
hanging above Doyt Perry field.
No way. Impossible.
This is what I tried to tell myself.
As the disbelief turned to rage,
I convinced myself that driving
to Cleveland with thoughts of assassination on my mind was
probably not the smartest thing I
could do.
Instead, I just decided to vent
my frustration on the keys of the
poor IBM that produced this
little piece.
OK. Let me clear something
right now before anyone decides
to send me a U-Haul full of tissues and offer a sarcastic pity

the ball to the open receiver,
none of these ridiculous shenanigans would have ever happened.
But they did, and Browns fans
have one person to thank (or
blame, as the case may be).
Bumbling Bill.
What caused my aforementioned shock was the fact that Belichick, the world's most stubborn mule, had actually won the
power struggle with Art Model's
(basically adopted) son, Bernie
Kosar.
With Bumbling Bill, it's 'my
RussEckard way or highway' and at this point,
Kosar is somewhere on 1-71 heading south.
Where, you ask?
Well, let me just make a little
prediction.
First of all, he is NOT headed
And I'm not so ignorant to the
system to realize that in order to to Miami like everyone thinks.
utilize the short and intermeDan Marino is NOT going to be
diate-route passing scheme that traded because this would cause
Bumbling Bill is so insistent upor more of a public outcry than
-- after establishing the running
Bernie could ever generate. Plus,
of Metcalf-up-the-middle -- of
with the potential Scott Mitchell
course, a quarterback with mobi- has displayed, why would Kosar,
lity is going to be necessary.
or Don Shula for that matter,
As we all well know, Bemie
even consider this when all he
Kosar is about as mobile as a 727
jumbo jet.
But is this his fault?
Is it also his fault that teams
bring everything but the kitchen
sink when he is in the game because they know he isn't allowed
to use his most important quality,
intelligence, and call audibles to
burn them deep?
No.
I am, and always will be convinced that if Kosar had had any
type of offensive line and was allowed to use his uncanny ability
to read secondaries and deliver
party.
From a football standpoint, I
realize Bemie Kosar was never
going to lead the Browns to their
ultimate goal -- a Super Bowl.
With the protection, or lack
thereof, he gets from the
offensive line, he was going to
end up on his backside far more
than in the end zone to celebrate
any touchdowns.
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STOP WHAT YOU'RE DOING
WE ARE BACK & WE ARE BETTER

Hit, ALL iXfjty

ltn
"With

STUDENT TRAVEL

271

* ..

The Shark
88.1 FM
WHGU

Quorum has responded to the urgent need for a
personal protection device with the PAAL. A very
compact electronic alarm that you take with you to
ward off potentially dangerous individuals.
Simply locate the PAAL in your hand at the first sign
of trouble. If danger is imminent, pull the cord,
sending a 107db alarm that shocks the attacker
For just $29.95, you
can be assured of a
protection system thai
is easier than mace
and safer than a gunl
A.A. Agency Inc.
1051 N. Main St.
Bowling Green, Oh 43402
(419)352-8469
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The most damaging plays of
the drive were on the ground
against an Ohio State defense
which had given up just 92
rushing yards per game. On
third and 10 at the Ohio State
36, tailback Brent Moss went
off left tackle for 13 yards.
"I'm disappointed in our inability to stop them. I mean:
boom, boom, boom, boom right
down the field. And particularly our inability to stop them on
third and 10," Cooper said.
"They run a little handoff
play."
Ohio State dropped two slots

The Buckeyes control their
own destiny, but there is little
margin for error.
If second-place Illinois wins
its last two games - at Penn
State and Wisconsin at home while Ohio State loses a game,
the Illini go to Pasadena. And if
Indiana wins Saturday and at
home against Purdue, the Hoosiers can still go to the Rose
Bowl if Illinois loses once
more.
"We have got to play better
this week and certainly against
Michigan if we want this
season to end like we have
hoped," Cooper said.
Bob Hoying, who was replaced for the final drive by
Powers, will again get the start
at quarterback, Cooper said.
Hoying completed 12 of 22
passes for 177 yards but was
intercepted twice in the fourth
Powers hit S of 11 passes for
113 yards with an interception.

Swim
Continued from page four

terfly.
on Saturday as they were snub"Even though we lost, I think
bed by the Raiders 135 to 102.
we swam well," Miller said. "We
The men's squad was only able didn't let up like we did againt
to take three events out of 13. Notre Dame."
Senior Rob Schaefer won the 400
"Right now a I think we have
individual medley, sophomore
Tim Rogers placed first in the the talent and depth to compete
500 freestyle and sophomore with anyone in the MAC," Miller
Guenter Miller won the 200 but- added.

.... Announcing a new course for second semester....

Introduction to Ethnicity and Religion
(Ethnic Studies 300, call tt 28161)

In this course we will study the cultural roots,
rituals, and influences ofreligion/spirituality on
the life of Native Americans,
African Americans,
Latin Americans, and
Asian Americans.
If a persco would li'« to understand a culrure|
there tcjy be DO better »ay to leirn ibout its people
thin studying their vinous religious expressions,
because this is where people Gad their meaning and
values. This course, therefore, seeks an undcr■ suodiag of a variety
1
of expressions of reI ligious values that influence ethnic cultures
_
Culturally determined behavior refl ecu religious values. If
*VW &^^U m ! 'he individual has a faith in G"d. (hen tac (facts of ir.at faith
, will lofluence his/her behavior
j Religion, as both social organization & as in expression of
[ the innermost self, ref.eea the huxaa condition This course
1
will help students understand ho» culturally specific behavior
is determined by
and reflects religions values.
There is a need at Bo* ling Green State University to ioL-oduce siudents to the relation between religion and culture. Specifically American students need to understand the relation of
ethnic cultures to their religious concepts This
course will provide an aveone through which the .
student can better understand that relationship
•
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Sexual"delations between* Ivlen '&
Women. Live from Chapman Hall.
Come down and Participate!

STA TRAVEl
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PERSONAL ATTACK ALARM
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Instead, Wisconsin's offense
throttled the Buckeyes. Taking
over at their own 20, the Badgers put together a 10-play
drive that was split evenly between passes and running
plays. Quarterback Darrell
Bevell, who twice fumbled
away snaps inside the Ohio
State 20, completed two passes
for 26 yards.

to fifth in this week's national
rankings.
The Buckeyes play 19th-ranked Indiana Saturday. If the
Buckeyes win that game and
their annual season-ending
battle at Michigan, they will go
to the Rose Bowl.

Learn how a peoples' spirituality gives them
meaning, hope, and freedom from oppression.

-ail.

18007770112
THE WORLDS LARGEST SIUDENI K
YOUTH TRAVEL ORGANI7ATION

would be doing is sitting on the
bench?
With his experience, Bernie
will only go somewhere where he
will play.
Now.
Philadelphia is one such place.
However, don't expect to see Kosar anywhere near Veteran's
Stadium.
What I believe is going to happen is Bernie will be reunited
with his old pal, Marty Schottenheimer in Kansas City, and when
Joe Montana realizes his brittle
body can no longer withstand
NFL punishment, he will take
over.
Everyone there knows Dave
Krieg is not the answer and Kosar will certainly be familiar
with Schottenheimer's system.
With Bemie Kosar at the helm,
look for the Chiefs to walk away
with the AFC West championship
and become very legitimate contenders for the Super Bowl -which Kosar so overwhelmingly
deserves.
Russ Eckard is a sports columnist for The News.

said. "We're all thinking, 'Hey,
we're either going to stop them
or they're going to turn the ball
over. We're certainly going to
have another shot at it. So I'm
thinking we're going to win this
game."

TONIGHT
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OPEN RUSH
- - over 1000 initiated members & 47 years of
alumni

BE AN EXECUTIVE
J

•TA :<
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P.A.R.T.Y. ANIMAL!!

P.A.R.T.Y. socially promotes responsible, healthy,
and low-risk choices in reference to alcohol and
other drugs and is affiliated with the prevention
center and national BACCHUS.
Become an elected P.A.R.T.Y. officer and take a
leadership role in one of BG's most progressive
organizations. Applications will be available
beginning Nov. 10th in room 310 Student
Services.
?????INTRIGUED????? ?????INTERESTED?????
Find out more about us! Join us at 9 P.M. on
Nov. 17th in room 310 Student Services for an
informational meeting and an update on several
exciting projects.

- - one of the largest international fraternities
- - scholarship opportunities - 4th highest GPA on
campus
- - athletic opportunities
- - philanthropic opportunities
Come meet the brothers on Thursday
November 11 in the Capital Room in the
Union. 7:30 - 9:30 pm
and learn about our exciting new house
corporation!
A fraternity for life . ..
Any Questions? Call Michael 354 - 1220 or Bill 372 - 6419
cp.\<~)
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COLLEGE OF MUSICAL ARTS

CAMPUS EVENTS

North East Commons
Nov 15-19 (Mon-Fn) 1030-4 90pm each day
For further information call 352-4575
BE A DONOR HERO"
Give The Gill 01 Life

prosenis
'NF MA.'
Poiluck low-fat? Dessert meeting
Wed Nov. 10th 8 00 AHE Gaiiena
bring a dessert and hear our guest speaker
•NFMA"

BANDOHAMA
CONCERTFALCON MARCHING BANDS

SERVICES OFFERED

MOORE MUSICAL ARTS CENTER

ADMISSION 15 00
Do you know aoo-l NAFTA''
Do you know wvnal il will mean to out econ
omy' How will NAFTA allocl you'
TheCOLLEGE DEMOCRATS will -op you
understand NAFTA in a special meeting to be
held Wednesday. November 10 at 9 15 in tie
BA

AMA
Amer can Marketing Association
'INFORMAL MEETING"
Guest speaker
Dr. George Howick
(BGSU FacuUyCorporate Consultant)
Tuesday. Nov 9tn
7 30 pm BA 110

• CD•CD•CD•CD•CD•CO•CD•

Word Processing - Resumes. Term Papers.
Thesis. Dissertations on laser primer

Call 352-6705 (9 to 9)
"Women are noi stupid Women have always
known (here is a lifo there."
•Faye Waffleton Pres Planned Parenthood

Phi Eta Sigma Members and one guesl
Friday. November 12. 7-9 pm
M.T. Muggs
PiZM and Prizes

PERSONALS

JOUR 300 applications available beginning
Nov 1 in 319 West Hall Committee will begin
rev ew ng Nov '0:i

Cai Care'Car Care
Sponsored by UAO
Nov I4th3-5pm
at Tuffy on Mam St
Call 2-2343 lor into
Car Care' Car Care

LEADERS NEEDED TO FILL POSITIONS:
The UNDERGRADUATE ALUMNI ASSOCIATION is looking lor students interested in
organizing
MUD
VOLLEYBALL HOMECOMING MASTER TEACHER
lor Ihe 1994 school year Call 2 6849 to talk to
a UA A member- applications due Nov 23rd
o(5pr»- 1,0 oil IGhAV

City Councilman-Elect Todd K-eismit.
another reason why BGSU is home ol.
AMERICAS *1
COLLEGE REPUBLICANS

Learn more about Healtn Care Human Re
sources American College ol Healtn Care Executives Meelng. Tuosday, Novembei 9th at
9pm in Room 4000 BAA • Everyono welcome

Tonight, 9 00pm. 112 BA

OS.EA.
What Karaoke with Campus Eipress.ons
Where Bowl n' Greenery in the Student Union
When Thursday. Nov. 11 Irom 8-12 pm
Who: All mempers welcome Bring a Iriend'

Everyone
^edsaPML

PRACTICE YOUR ICE SKATING SKILLS
BGSU SKATING CLUB
EVERY TUESDAY AT 9:15PM
ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
$2 50 CHARGE.
RACIALLY MIXED and BILINGUAL GROUP
Meeting on Thursday. November 11
9 pm in Room 106 Business Administration
YOUNG EXECUTIVES CLUB
Wed Nov. 10at 7 30 in BAA 1011
Judi Leek Irom Mid Am. Inc.
DRESS UP
Upcoming Events to be discussed

^™•■•JL, M.n inuteclcil wi'Ji tile
I'VM.. Quorum - fcrsonal Ml.uk \lann
thai blasts 10 WH I nun ) when tou
MinpK pull ilk' pin rlxioH' t'lther the
bIandanInrs(xirlMn<Klel (!arr> ittn
school, iln- null, iheparic. wherever you
Rn P\AI. leLsoul a cr\ t<«" l»clpulieue\tr
ynu need n AIKI OTIK Quorum gives
you thai kind of lech Quorum
lining .mil M-ciint\
Seonvti*

"•SIGMA KAPPA'"
Week ol Giving Campus Day.
College professors You're
me apple ol our eye
"•SIGMA KAPPA'"

A new course lor second semester
Introduction lo Ethnicity and Religion
(Ethnic Stud«s 300, call «28' 61)
In this course we will study Ihe
cultural roots, rituals, and influences
ol religion spirituality on the life ol
Native Americans, Alrican Americans.
Latin Americans and Asian Americans.

ADOPTION Happily mamed couple wishes to
become parents. Will oiler lots ot love.
laughter, security, and a bright future. Call
I-I-.-',.I;I-CS;I ANYII'.'I iil-BC;,'^?^!
Apply today lor University Ambassadors
Applications m 405 Si Serv or the
Alumni Center - Due Nov 10
"Don't Follow the Leader. Become One '"
Attention Greeks BG s largest selection ot
Greek merchandise FAST, QUALITY SERVICE Sewn-on and embroidered letters. Collegiate Connection. 53i Ridge St Across Irom
Mac Wesi

OVER 170 TANKS FULL OF FISH!
$6.99
$16.00
$22.00
$39.99
$44.99

$$$$$ EARN $2,500 SSS5S
FREE TRIPS!
Student Holidays, the nation's leader
in Spring Break vacations, seeking
enthusiastic, highly motivated
students and Iratermties
lobe the BGSUrops
EARN HIGHE ST COMMISSIONS
AND TRAVEL FREE'
Cancun! Daylona Beach!
CALL NOW 1-8OO360-TRIP!

Phi Delta Theta * Phi Delta Theta
Congratulations to the Phi Delts for being
4th on campus in grades. Yes. We Can Read1
Phi Delts

SKI CLUB SKI CLUB SKI CLUB
Meeting Tuesday. 9pm 110 BA
New Members Welcome1
All members going to Canada please attend
meeting' Last payment Due*
Gel Seme Snow In Your Lite)
SKI CLUB SKI CLUB SKI CLUB

LINDA SANDER

«i Spring Break* Panama City'8 Days Ocean
v«w Room Wuh A Kitchen• $i 19' Great Location* Walk To Bars1 Includes Discount Card*
Hurry) Prices Increase i2/i5'
1 800-678 6366

Phi Delta Theta * Pni Delta Theta
Good Luck m the piayoMs1
Go Phi Delt football team1
Phi Delts

SemiNAKED MEN
IN THE UNION OVAL
BGSU Men's Chorus
50 hour HOT-TU8-A-THON
Thursday-Friday-Saturday

KMBCRVILU.OHK)
41f-2»7-3713

Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank
Tank

PREGNANT?
We can help FREE ft CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy lesis. support ft information BG Pregnancy Center CaN 354 HOPE

HAPPVHOURS

Ann Political Science Honorary Meeting
Everyone Welcome' Speaker
Roo Strauss • County Prosecutor
Thurs. Nov 11 8 00 pm 112 BA

Gallon
Gallon
Gallon
Gallon
Gallon

Discount
prices on
ALL
accessories

Cleveland area company seeking MiS CS
major with COBOL. Must have Cleveland
housing and be willing to work Spring and
Summer 1994 and one other semester.
Good experience Slop by the Co-op Office
or call 372-2451.

PE RRYSBURG AQU

Do you know
How to care for your car?
Find out Nov 14th 3-5pm
at Tulfy on Main St.
SignupalUAObythelOth

420 Louisiana Ave
419) 874-6504

.«■■■«■ — lUJCCKDIW SPCCiniSa

HMH^

/ $5.75 ■ $4.75 ■ $3.50 t
Large
One Item
Cil'o Hems $1 eo. or
Cnicogo Style

■
I

Medium
One Item
€xt/o Items 75< eo. c
OKOQO

Style

■
I

Small
One Item

€XP1ft€S 11 -30-93

HAPPY 21 si
SUE-HAN'
Love Ya.
CUDA

ft

CHERYL
•ITS ABOUT TIME ■

I

I €xtro Items 50< eo or
.
Chicogo Style

352-5164
I 352-5166
35S-5166
FftCC DCUVCRV
race Dcuvcnv
FIICC DCUVCRV
*ON€ COUPON P€R'oN€ COUPON PCRIDNC COUPON PCJ
I
PIZZR
I
PIZZR
■
PIZZA
6GONLV
|
BGONLV
|
6GONLV
|
€XPIR€S 11-30-93

• ATTENTION ■
-Graphic Design and VCT Ma|orsGain valuable hands-on eipenence'
Spring 1994. i2-l5houriA%eek
Full-time VCT co-ops available
Details and requirements at
Student Employment
450 Student Services Bidg

OAK ft WALNUT PADDLES. LETTERS ft ACCESSORIES. Fantastic selection The French
Knol-200S Mam Si

"• FREE TRIPS A CASH' "*
Call us and find out how i00s of students
are already earning FREE TRIPS and
LOTS OF CASH with Americas * 1 Spring
Break company' Cancun. Bahamas.
Jamaica. Panama. Daylona or Padre'
Call now' Take A Break Student Travel
(800) 328 SAVE or (617) 424 8222

SUNDAY NOVEMBERS. 19933PM

Alpha Lambda Delta presents
DR. RICHARDWEAVER
in our Last Lecture Series••• YOU DON'T WANT TOMISS THIS"1
Thursday, Nov. I8lh
9 O0pm--10Q7BA

10
20
29
40
50

Need a part-time|Ob?
Summer job?
Related to your major''
'How To Find Your Own
Co-op or Internship"
Thurs.Nov I8th3:30pm
300 Student Services
372 2451 tor details

€XPlfl€S 11 -30-93

OPCN 4?M IUCCKDAVS
lUNCH FM-SAT-SUN^T
OOD MOHDnVTMRU THURSDnVl ma ■■ ^

INTRAMURAL M Singles Racquelball entries
due - Nov 9 All entries due m 130 Field House
by 4 00 P M on due date

Spring Break Bahamas Party Cruise $279* 6
Days' Includes 12 Meals ft All Taxes' This is a
HUGE Party' Great Beaches ft Nightlife' Hurry'
Pnces Increase 12/10M -800 678-6386

SIG KAP " SIG KAP " SIG KAP
DID YOU KNOW
SIGMA KAPPA WAS FOUNDED NOVEMBER 9. 1874 AT COLBY COLLEGE BY FIVE
WOMEN?
SIGMA KAPPA • SIGMA KAPPA

Applications arc
being accepted for

BG NEWS
EDITOR

Phi Delta Theta' Phi Delta Theta
OPEN RUSH November 11 7 30 9 30 Capital
Room m the Union Free Pizza' Meet »ie
brothers The Standard for Brotherhood
Phi DeKs

• TutorsNeededSTUDY IN EUROPE
Build your resume
Earn 6 hours of credit
Classes in English
Info meeting TONIGHT"'
Sponsored by the College of Business
For more info call
372 8198

The Last Locture of renowned IPCO prolessor
"•DR. RICHARD L. WEAVER "'
YOU DON'T WANT TO MISS IT"'
Mark your calendars now
Thursday. Nov. 1 Bih -9:00pm--1007 B A
Brought to you by Alpha Lambda Delta

Work and Play m the Nation's Capital
Earn Credit and Professional E xpenence
WASHINGTON CENTER INTERNSHIPS
Information Session:
Fnday. November 12* 4;00pm
Faculty Lounge • 2nd Floor Union
Ouestions'Cail the Coop Program. 2-2451
or stop by • 238 Admin stration Bldg.

Would you like to spend your Spring Break
in New York City to learn about poverty and
racism first hand, and also earn 3 hours
credit In Ethnic Studies? For information call
Bill Thompson at UCF Center, 352-7534
The cost is only $170 lor food, lodging and
transportation

WANTED

1 MALE ROOMATE SUBLEASER FOR
SPRING SEMESTERE REED ST., CLOSE
TOCAMPUS $155 OO'MONTH 354 7409
1 non-smoking female subteaser needed lor
Spring "94. Close to campus- $l80vmo ■ plus
utilities. Pnce negotiable. Call 352-8625
1-2 nonsmoking, easy-going, lun. responsible
female roommates needed lor spring semester Apartment overlooking campus Cheap
Please call 352 7560
1-2 non-smoking female housemates.
$125 150 plus utilities starting Dec 1 1 block
Irom campus Call 372-3460
2 female subleasers needed lor Spr.ng Semes
ter across from Founders S^are bedroom m 2
bdrm house. Rent ft electric only 352-2914
2 subleasers needed for Spring "94
$i85/mo. Own room Nice place
Call 353 8207.
BASS PLAYER
for THC band
Call 352 2729
Female subleaser Spring semester 1994
Apt close to campus $/00 semester ♦ elec

1994 SUMMER MANAGEMENT POSITIONS
NOW AVAILABLE TASP' INTERNATIONAL
is looking for motivated students to Ml summer
management positions throughout Oho Earn
$7,000-$8,000 nexi summer while building
your resume, receiving a co-op'miernship and
while gaming crucial business experience Positions are open, but lining quickly. In Lima.
Sylvanla. Mansfield. Cincinnati, and the
Clevsland suburbs. Positions are Mied on a
first come first qualified basis
Call
1600-5433792
ACTIVITIES DIRECTOR
Need a summber job7
Don't wait till the last minute'
Yogi Bear's Jeliystone Camp Resort is looking
lor 2 creative, outgoing persons to coordinate
and direct activities lor a family camping facility We are located near Aurora. Ohio just 5
miles from Sea World of Ohio Experienced is
preferred, but not necessary. Living facilities
are available. Males or females are encouraged to apply Interviewing will be done at the
Resort. If interested, send your resume lo:
Jeliystone Camp Resori
3392 SR 82
Mantua, Ohio 44255
Apartment Manager needed for a 60 unit muttifamiiy complex in Bowhng Green. Ohio Must
have experience Please send resume to
Buckeye Management Company. 760 Northlawn Dr.. Columbus. OH 43214 ATTN Kathy
EO.E
BEACH Sprmgbreak Promoter
Small or large groups
Yours FREE. discounted or CASH
Call CMH 800 423 5264
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING • Earn up to
$2.000»/momh . world travel. Summer and
Career employment available. No experience
necessary. For more information can
1-206-634 0d68exl C5544

Help me please' I desperately need more tickets to graduation Please call Jon at 372-3157.
leave message
HELP!
I need one extra ticket for Commencement.
Please Call 372-5745.
Help' One or Two Subleasers needed (or
Spring '94 Very close to campus. Cheap rent
AH utilities pa>d. furnished Call Nikki
354-5412
HELP" 1 or 2 female subleasers needed to
rent for Spring 94 Apt. close to campus. Call
Jessica. Shawn or Me'an.e at 354-7202

LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer job lined up now'
Lifeguards • all shifts - $4 50/hr
Possible Head Guard salary based on exp
If interested, contact;
JELIYSTONE CAMP RESORT
3392 SR 82
Mantua.Ohio 44255
(near Sea World Ol Ohio)
Upholstery assembly.
Part-time ft lull-time
Call 352 6919
Waitresses/waiters Part time Some days.
evenings ft weekends Apply between 2-4
Monday through Friday The Elks Club. 200
Campbell Hill Road

FOR SALE
«1 Awesome Spring Breaks! Plan Early 1 Save $50 ft Get Best Rooms! Prices increase 11/15! Bahamas Cruise 6 days with
12 meals $279! Panama City Room w
kitchen $129» Cancun Irom Columbus $439,
Jamaica $459. Padre $199, Key West $239.
Daytona kitchens $149! 1-800-676-6366.
Buy This Board Belore It Snows
Avalanche snowboard 'or sale, cheap. Three
seasons old. good condition, buckle bindings.
165 cms Only $200. Call 372-6696 Ask for
Matthew or leave a message
FLY DIRT CHEAP.ONF WAY. ANYTIME.
ANYWHERE SOUTHWEST FLIES OR ON
DELTA FROM TOLEDO TO ATLANTA OR
TAMPA CALL 352-1123
Mac Classic II 4/80. Style Writer II and compjie'desk. $1000 353 173?
SNOWBOARD
Brand New. $200

353 6430
SUPER SWAMPER TIRES
Great lorofl-roading
874 9469,eves

FOR RENT
1 ft 2 bdrm apis available now and Spring
semester Wnthrop Terrace Apis 352 9135
1 bdrm. apt. dose to campus Avail Jan
1st.'94 $275 00 plus util. 1-893-1277
1 bedroom apartment
Sublease for Spr.ng
353 0116
1 bedroom apartment lor i or 2 people Lots ol
closet space. Immediate occupancy
354-7460, ask for Shannon.
i bedroom apt Immediate occupancy
area'iowed 354 6600

Pets

Dancers needed Best club around Call for information 419-531-0079

2 bedroom apartments available for Spring
Semester Can3529302

Food service management position available
Apply m person-Kaufman's At The lodge 1628
E Wooster Flexible hours Great experience

2-4 Subleasers needed for 2 bedroom apt
Petsallowed Jan May Can 353 8804

Full wail staff needed Great pay plus extras
419-5310079
GREEKS! CLUBS!
STUDENT GROUPS'
Raise as Much as You
Want In One Week!
$100. $600. .$1500!
Market Applications for Citibank
VISA. MCI, SEARS, AMOCOetc
Call for your FREE T-SHIRT and to
qualify lor FREE TRIP to MTV
SPRING BREAK 94.
Call 1-800-932-0528, ext. 65

352-6685
PART-TIME STUDENT EMPLOYMENT
Are you look'ng lor part-time employment of 15
hours plus per week within walking distance to
BGSU. campus? Interested in working various unskilled jobs in assembly, packaging.
elc.' Rate ol pay is $4 25 per hour. Apply in
person between the hours ol 9 00 am and 5 00
pm- (Monday-Friday) at.
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
428 dough Streei
Bowling Green. Ohio 43402
Responsible, mature, non-smoking female to
provide loving care for infant m our BG home
M-W-F Exp/ref required 3520172

Carty Rentals - Houses ft apartments listings
available lor school year 1994 95 Phone
353 0325 or 352-7365 or pick up listing at ol
fice(wiH mail) 316 E MetryApt 3
Female subleaser Spring semester 1994
Apartment overlooking campus Own room
and bathroom' Price negotiable Please call
3531301
For Rent
Duplex, adjacent to campus
3520000
HOUSES AVAILABLE for tent m November
and December. Slop Of tor a brochure at Newlovt Rentals. 328 S Mam (our only office).
3525620.
Male Roommate Wanted. Haven House Apts.
Avail immediately until end of 2nd semester
Call Brian at 354-3211 or Aaron ai (313)
675 5604
Now renting brand new 2 ft 3 bedroom apts in
Bowling Green, Ohio. Rent starts at $399-455.
Central A/C. carpeted, appliances included
Some handicap accessible units available For
more information, please call Debbie ai
35? 598/
Subleasing ellioency apartment. All utilities
paid. Cheap' Periect for i person Call
354-2108 for more information.

Not gomg to Dec Graduation ceremony?
Please give me your tickets Call me at
353-4601 alter 500pm weekdays.
Subleaser needed lor Spring and Summer.
Own room and bathroomi $187.50 per mo. ♦
1/2 gas. 353-3245 Ask lor Michele
Wanted Non-smoking male or female to reni
room m house $i60a month plus utilities
Contact Paul at 372-7418 or at 352-5219
after 6:00 pm

372-6945

HELP WANTED

Located
in the
University
Union

$700M»k cannery workers. $4C0O'mo deckhands Alaska fishing industry now hiring for
next summer. 11,000 openings No exp.
necessary. Free rm ft bd. These jobs go fast1
Employment Alaska 1-206-323-2672

Escape the ordinary with...

Towers West
Chicago Style
Rack O'Ribs
Dinner
...IncludM baked potato, froth
groon salad I froth bakod broad.

$7.99

(Spring Semester)

Apply at 204 West Hall
Deadline is 5 pm November 23

On-Campus Residential Tutorial Services are
looking for qualified tutors m 100 and 200 level
Ace , Span . Bid. Chem.. and Phys . courses.
Starting pay rate is $4 30 Hours vary from 2-4
hoursAvk For details contact Todd at 2-2493
or Rich at 2 6932.

Help Wanted
10-40 hours/wk. flexible
schedule. Openings throughout Ohio
$9 00'Stanngpay 866-1 726

NOW OPEN AT 11:00 a.m.
Now enjoy fresh baked breadsticks
and pizza for lunch.

Now featuring Personal Pan Pizza
with one item-SI.99
Now featuring Breadsticks
with Pizza Sauce
$1.99

Luncheon Menu! 1:00a.m.-4:00 p.m.
Tues., Wed.. Thurs.:
Nov. 9,10 & 11
Towers West Restaursnt
McDonald Dining Center
Monday Fnday 430-630
Cesh. Faeulty'San ChaVgM ft Quantum 90
Account* Accepted.

Personal Pan Pizza
9 inch Pizza

Breadsticks w/Sauce
Variety of Subs

Quanlum 90 Cards accepted after 6;00 p.m. for on campus students.
Quantum 90 Cards accepted after 11 00 a.m. Tor 95+ plan holders.

.

